
Wireless firing system

DBR02-X
DBR02DBR02-X series firing system is one 
kind of tfar distance remote FS 
researched by our factory. Remote 
distance could be 500 meters. It is 
special for the small&medium-sized 
display. It is with internal Li battery. 
And it can make sequential fire, 
sasalvo fire and step fire function.

New easy program Automatic fire remote control  
fireworks firing system (DBR01-X12 series)

›  The transmitter is our DBR01-X transmitter, reciever with 12 channels.
›  There are 5 modes to show different function on the receiver:
›  F1 mode: all the 12 cues do the same time sequential fire 
 (you can adjust the sequential fire time from 0.1s to 99.9s)
› ›  F2 mode: adjust each cue with different sequential fire time 
 (you can adjust the sequential fire time from 0.1s to 99.9s)
›  F3 mode: adjust the district, one transmitter can control 100 different districts
›  F8 mode: test the voltage, in this mode you can see the receivers voltage, if the 
 voltage is more than 7V, then you can use the receivers normally
›  F9 mode: Program, if you want to add more receivers in the near future, you can 
 use this mode to programm, if you ordered our DBR01-X transmitter before, you just 
  need to order our DB12r(12 cues) receivers and programm it, then you can use it.

Automatic fire: If you order one DBR01 transmitter and 4 receivers, and you set up the different fire time or 
different mode for each receiver, when you press the fire button the transmitter, all the 4 recievers will fire 
Automatic(from the first one to the last one)

DB24R-X

1 x controller 
4 x receiver

€ 1399,-

DBR01-x12-48
including one DBR01 
transmitter and 4 receivers, 
each receiver with 12 cues.

Werkt op freq. 433 Mhz 
Programmeerbaar

€ 809,- € 1329,-DBR01-x12-96
including one DBR01 transmitter 
and 8 receivers, each receiver 

with 12 cues


